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Summary

Genetic association data in the wiki web interface

Technical details

New information is easily entered in a form displayed as an extra row in the table. An autocomplete feature copies items from the previous row
into the form fields, and autoreplace changes, e.g.,
’n’ to ’Neuroticism’.

A fielded wiki (a highly structured wiki) for genetic
association studies with personality traits is described that features easy entry, on-the-fly metaanalysis of effect sizes and forest and funnel plotting with export of data in different formats.

Editors of the wiki are also able to edit the table
and see revisions. A simple cookie-based authentication scheme is in place and the revisions are
tracked with editor and time.

Background

Our experience with a meta-analytic neuroinformatics database, the Brede Database,1 shows that
data entry is a bottleneck. Web-based collaborative entry with a wiki could be a solution to speed
up the process. To explore this idea a small wiki
was constructed for a well-defined field: Personality genetics.
The wiki idea has inspired a number of other
projects within bioinformatics, e.g., WikiProteins,2
WikiGenes,3 SNPedia and the automatic setup of
gene articles in Wikipedia.4 Non-wiki web-based
systems with genetic association studies and metaanalysis are also in operation, e.g., AlzGene.5

On-the-fly plots of the mean and standard deviations of both raw data and effect sizes are
constructed in the image format Scalable Vector
Graphics (SVG) that allows hyperlinks.

Many genetic association studies on personality
traits exist, and researchers perform meta-analyses
across polymorphisms and personality traits.6
Semantic wikis may represent the data. However, these wikis will often lack the ability to do
advanced numerical computations or the specialized visualizations that meta-analysts want. The
fielded wiki represents the data as well as implements the specialized computational and visualization functions.
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Rather than a free-form text-based wiki a fielded wiki framework was setup where data was structured
in a table with fixed columns: Gene symbol, polymorphism, genotype, personality test, personality
trait, personality score mean and standard deviation, recruitment group and PubMed identifier. Each
row represents one personality trait measured for one group of humans with a specific genotype
reported in one specific published paper.
So far data from 87 papers have been entered amounting to 113 different traits from 25 different test
batteries, 39 different polymorphisms from 24 different genes, 104 different subject groups (patient
groups as well as healthy). It adds up to a total of 2815 trait/genotype personality score values.

Data export to JSON or comma-separated values files allows more flexible and advanced offline analyses, and export to MediaWiki templates
make it possible to include the data in Wikipedia
or any other MediaWiki-based wiki, such as the
Brede Wiki.
Where possible the individual items have automatically a deep link to PubMed, Wikipedia and the
Brede Wiki.
One single script in the programming language
Python with a SQLite database backend implements the web-service.
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Effect size and meta-analysis

Effect sizes and meta analysis in the wiki

A meta-analytic fielded wiki was construted, where
users may enter new data, edit, view, compute and
plot.

An effect size d is defined as a standardized mean
difference
x̄1 − x̄2
d=
,
(1)
s
where x̄1 is the mean personality score for one
group of subjects, x̄2 is the mean for a comparison
group and s is the standard deviation within the
groups.7 An approximation of the combined effect
size d+ among K studies may be found as
d+ = σ̂ 2 (d+ )
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Observations

The present wiki lacks discussion pages (“Talk
pages”) or any other means for supporting social interaction among users and editors. It neither support additional fields, but extra information may be added on corresponding pages in the
Brede Wiki.
While data may be represented in a MediaWiki the
specialized fielded wiki allows for convenient and
fast data entry helped by autocomplete features.
Semantic MediaWiki8 with form-based input provides an interface, but data entry would probably
be more cumbersome, and the numerical and visualization functionality needs to be implemented
with extra MediaWiki extensions.

(2)

These equations, together with the estimates of
variance, are hard-coded into the wiki and the results from running through the entire data set of
the wiki are added to a table that the user can
view but cannot edit.

Another alternative for a data set such as the one
presented here would be online sharable spreadsheets, such as Google Docs. Ordinary spreadsheets have been used for meta-analysis and such
spreadsheets have been distributed on the Web.9
The fielded wiki may export its data in commaseparated files to spreadsheets.

Furthermore, all meta-analytically combined effect
sizes are added to another table, so that mass
meta-analysis can be displayed across all traits and
all polymorphims. The user initiates this computation.

Display of data
References
Each of the four database tables (data, revisions,
effects, meta-analysis) are displayed in HTML tables. By selecting a column the user can sorted
items based on items in that column, and the user
may also page through the rows of the table.

The effect size and meta-analysis computation allows for the generation of forest plots with
the standard deviation and 95% confidence interval for the estimate for both the individual effect sizes (a present total of 992) and the combined meta-analytic effect size (presently 431).
Blue graphical elements in the SVG plots are hyperlinked to
items in the tables. Via a form interface the user controls
which data are shown.

The displayed items can be filtered by following
the hyperlink of the items, e.g., following a ’Neuroticism’ link in the ’trait’ column will select only
the rows that have Neuroticism as trait.
When the data is exported to the Brede Wiki then
template definitions formats the data as an HTML
table. Items are hyperlinked, and sorting based
on a column is possible, but filtering is not. No
numerical computations or visulization are possible
unless a MediaWiki-extension was developed.
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